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good morning ladies gentlemen welcome to                                        
ask the theologian on Wednesday                                                 
delighted that you are here let's just                                          
jump into your questions biblical                                               
questions theological questions                                                 
worldview questions always a delight to                                         
have you with us and we want to                                                 
prioritize your questions so here we go                                         
we've got let's see a question on let's                                         
see I'll get to it here we have a                                               
question from YouTube from David and                                            
that question is pastor white how does                                          
the reformed view explain the parable of                                        
the prodigal son in the book of Matthew                                         
it seems that the son decided to return                                         
to the to his father of his own will                                            
well you're exactly right it does seem                                          
to be as a matter of fact in that story                                         
of the prodigal son the father is                                               
waiting but the father is not out                                               
searching he is not out drawing he is                                           
not out calling he is waiting for them                                          
well it would be an interesting thing I                                         
haven't done it nor will we necessarily                                         
take the time to do it this morning but                                         
it would be a very interesting thing to                                         
take the Reformers commentaries like                                            
Matthew excuse me Martin Luther for                                             
example and just to go through and see                                          
what is it that he had that Martin                                              
Luther and that other reformers have to                                         
say it wouldn't be hard at all because                                          
probably 80% of commentaries out there                                          
come from a reformed background and it                                          
would be very easy to find those who                                            
where there where the Reformation on                                            
their sleeves so to speak or where                                              
Calvinism especially the soteriological                                         
aspect of the Reformation on their                                              
sleeve and would would bring that about                                         
and take that for example if we were to                                         
go here into my Lagos software and let's                                        
just look up sorry about that let's look                                        
up Matthew                                                                      
and here's the commentaries on the                                              
Gospel of Matthew let me say to you that                                        
99% of them are utterly worthless and so                                        
we would have those like John bharata's                                         
definitely a Calvinist we would have                                            
those like Arthur pink true Calvinist we                                        
would have those like others like a Baba                                        
Lee who doesn't necessarily where the                                           
Calvinism honestly but certainly a                                              
covenants the theologian we'd have a few                                        
dispensationalist like roy gingrich and                                         
our naga Balian James Montgomery wars                                           
boys strong Calvinists again so we could                                        



go through some of these and look                                               
through if we needed to we could compare                                        
with fayed John Walvoord but it wouldn't                                        
be hard to figure out how they do it now                                        
I'm just gonna give a guest for today's                                         
circumstances and that is to say they                                           
would use the the sneaky little way that                                        
they twist the meaning of words to make                                         
it work they no doubt would have to say                                         
well this may this young man was elect                                          
Bob viously he was elect and because he                                         
was elect he came back if he had not                                            
come back it's obvious that he wasn't                                           
elect and so everybody who happens to                                           
choose to come is elect as the matter                                           
they say it so if you want to be dumb                                           
with words like that then okay everybody                                        
who receives Jesus Christ they're elect                                         
everybody who doesn't but that's so far                                         
from the meaning of words this is why                                           
they are very comfortable saying                                                
whosoever will may come because I know                                          
that the only people who will are the                                           
people God loves the people God hates                                           
and send to hell and created them to                                            
hell for his glory                                                              
they're not gonna come all praise our                                           
sovereign God this is just almost so                                            
sickening that I don't honestly                                                 
understand how an al Mohler or or                                               
john macarthur or you know go on ad                                             
infinitum on all these popular Calvinist                                        
preach how in the world can they stand                                          
with a straight face with such a                                                
despicable hell's finding hating god who                                        
who like jonathan edwards says holding                                          
them over the threadfin I created you to                                        
burn you damned soul say well that's a                                          
characterization no that's their                                                
doctrine they are the one that gives the                                        
characterization of it by saying well                                           
obviously they didn't come because they                                         
were not one of the elect God in His                                            
sovereignty and they put on this                                                
spiritual words to say God hates some                                           
people and creates them to go to hell so                                        
that he can get some sort of pleasure                                           
out of it I just think it's a despicable                                        
doctrine now but the truth is they're                                           
not gonna talk like me okay you know                                            
give them the benefit of the doubt                                              
they're they're not gonna talk like me                                          
they're gonna put it in a little                                                
different fashion obviously in fact                                             
they're probably gonna be a little mad                                          
at me if we're talking like that but                                            
they will put a spin on it                                                      
that does not allow for free will                                               
because they can't have free will as a                                          
matter of fact if you push him into it                                          
they're going to say the prodigal son                                           
left because God designed his life to be                                        



that way God designed him to spin upon                                          
his dad's inheritance and move on all                                           
for God's glory God brought that about                                          
so that he could bring this parable into                                        
the scripture or whatever it may be this                                        
is God's doing from the beginning to the                                        
end it's the sovereignty of God this is                                         
the way they have to spin it they have                                          
to do it completely through and through                                         
so you know someday when we're maybe                                            
between series or something it would be                                         
very interesting and I might add this to                                        
the to the list of some days but David I                                        
appreciate the comment because it would                                         
be very interesting to say let's do a                                           
little theories on passages which really                                        
are free will passages like the prodigal                                        
son and let's just see not what the                                             
Bible says because we already know                                              
the Bible says it's pretty plain is                                             
simple let's see what the reformed                                              
theologians say and let's just look at                                          
that                                                                            
my guest is it make me mad enough I'd                                           
lose my hair just this probably thanks                                          
for that opening question David I                                               
appreciate that let me remind you this                                          
is midweek here as we begin our                                                 
broadcast or continue our broadcast our                                         
new offer at dispensational publishing                                          
is a teacher's guide to the book of                                             
Galatians and that book by Lee ahlstrom                                         
is a great teachers guide to the book of                                        
Galatians it's why we named it that                                             
we're not Calvinists so we're pretty                                            
plain and simple in our titles and here                                         
it is a teacher's guide to the book of                                          
Galatians if you teach Sunday School at                                         
all you gotta get this and use it in                                            
Sunday school a Bible study home Bible                                          
study whatever it is it'll help you                                             
it's exegetical and dispensational and                                          
if you use coupon code wednesday you'll                                         
get free shipping at dispensation of                                            
publishing calm that's all for last                                             
through tomorrow night at midnight so                                           
coupon code Wednesday for a teacher's                                           
guide to the book of Galatians okay                                             
speaking of dispensation of publishing                                          
our friends two up in New Jersey do you                                         
have any dispensational material that is                                        
in Spanish so I can give out to my                                              
spanish-speaking friends if not do you                                          
plan on publishing anytime soon the                                             
answer is no and kind of no                                                     
unfortunately the answer is no I would                                          
love to have some and we are we have                                            
ventured very so slightly into some                                             
different language markets I've got one                                         
of Andy Woods books now in Croatian I                                           
believe that we're looking at see how to                                        
do that now we would love to get those                                          



out in Spanish or Portuguese or Croatian                                        
or whatever it may be the challenge is                                          
twofold one it is finding someone who                                           
will translate that typically for free                                          
the second challenge then is                                                    
it all laid out into a book format                                              
because basically we have to have a                                             
staff that is able to speak Spanish in                                          
order to look at that and say yeah we                                           
laid those words out in the right place                                         
there they all look like they're                                                
supposed to look and so that is a little                                        
bit of a challenge and then the third                                           
challenge is being able to get into                                             
those markets where those are actually                                          
sold Spanish obviously is a growing                                             
market even in the United States so that                                        
makes it a little easier but we don't                                           
have a market for example available in                                          
Mexico we do have one available in Spain                                        
and so there's certainly a lot of                                               
Spanish we don't have anything in South                                         
America in which we're able to get the                                          
products there at a reasonable price so                                         
it does become a little bit difficult so                                        
my my answer is I feel your pain and I                                          
wish there was and let's see what we can                                        
do about it appreciate that                                                     
coming through let me before I switch to                                        
the next question also just remind you                                          
that we this is Wednesday which means we                                        
have our study tonight the book of                                              
Haggai chapter by chapter verse by verse                                        
we're into chapter 2 and the short                                              
little book of Haggai and would love to                                         
see you join us at 6:15 Mountain time                                           
before I go into the next question I                                            
believe I'm a jeans up next but before I                                        
go into the next question I do want to                                          
speak a little commentary on something I                                        
want to talk up for a moment about                                              
essential oils essential oils that's a                                          
worldview issue really when it comes to                                         
essential oils and the reason I brought                                         
this up is because just the other day I                                         
was in Taos and saw you know in a small                                         
business a number fliers on various                                             
things and so I picked one up and it's                                          
that daily manifestation practice of                                            
course that's what caught my attention                                          
and they've got this class on gratitude                                         
discover how gratitude can shift your                                           
focus now                                                                       
I'm sorry it looks like we've already                                           
missed that one it was November the 7th                                         
but gratitude can shift your focus no                                           
doubt about it it's not really just a                                           
Christian thing obviously because this                                          
manifestation practice I'm almost                                               
certain has nothing to do with the                                              
biblical spirituality it certainly has                                          
to do everything with spirituality but                                          



while gratitude can shift your focus so                                         
can caffeine and just about any attitude                                        
shifts your focus and I would rather you                                        
have an attitude of gratitude but I                                             
think we ought to be careful thinking                                           
that we've got a an ability to just                                             
improve our lives and maybe she's not                                           
saying that at all                                                              
but that's number one but then it goes                                          
on to talk about the law of purpose and                                         
pure consciousness now here's where we                                          
get into essential oils explore ways to                                         
create your purpose and how essential                                           
oils activate the mind to create new                                            
pathways are we beginning to sound a                                            
little new agey and have there been a                                           
lot of warnings or have not there been a                                        
lot of warnings about new-age and                                               
essential oils going together this is                                           
one of the reasons why people do bring                                          
up those those warnings goes on to talk                                         
about pure consciousness you can still                                          
get here by the 21st for that session                                           
experience the spiritual side notice                                            
that says right here the spiritual side                                         
of essential oils and how your                                                  
consciousness reacts to a healthy                                               
environment now I just want to say there                                        
is no spiritual side to essential oils                                          
olive oil is an essential oil and it                                            
doesn't have a spiritual side okay so                                           
they used it to the temple yeah good but                                        
it doesn't have a spiritual side it                                             
doesn't do anything it doesn't infuse                                           
anything spiritually to you so just a                                           
couple of thoughts about essential oils                                         
first of all let me say that essential                                          
oils are not essential they                                                     
are they are distilled plant oils you                                           
maybe take some mint leaves and put them                                        
on a I don't know a basket or something                                         
and underneath you have boiling water                                           
and it's gonna go up and diffuse through                                        
the mint leaves and it's gonna go up                                            
into the distillery you know how that                                           
works and it's gonna drip down and what                                         
drips down is going to be the the                                               
peppermint or whatever it may be or                                             
other other essential oils like an olive                                        
oil is created by pressing a cold press                                         
of the olive itself so their plant oils                                         
is what they are and you have obviously                                         
lived your life without many many many                                          
of these essential oils so they're not                                          
essential in that in that matter they're                                        
not essential in the way we use the word                                        
essential the there are essential amino                                         
acids that if you don't have those then                                         
you're gonna croak                                                              
so amino acids are essential oils are                                           
not essential in that sense so why did                                          
they use it I suppose there needs to be                                         



a different setting here that would be                                          
used excuse me a different spelling that                                        
would be used and my computer was                                               
telling me to change the settings it                                            
needs to be a different spelling because                                        
their essence ill essence ill that is                                           
those oils contain the essence of                                               
peppermint or the essence of Valvoline                                          
or whatever it may be                                                           
so clove you name it most often the                                             
essence of that plant is contained in a                                         
carrier oil like Valvoline and so you                                           
put the peppermint into the oil because                                         
that even after it's distilled as you                                           
know it just a little liquid that's the                                         
concentrated liquid is all of this so                                           
you put it in some kind of carrier oil                                          
and there you have an essential oil know                                        
that oil was already there its flavored                                         
oil if you will now with that they're                                           
not essential in that sense they contain                                        
the essence if you want to use that term                                        
even the                                                                        
in which we call them Essential Oils                                            
gives them a spiritual kind of aspect to                                        
it because of that essence idea here is                                         
the essence of clove and the essence of                                         
peppermint well basically what essential                                        
oils are most the majority of them                                              
anyway is aromatherapy and there's                                              
something to aromatherapy not                                                   
necessarily healing properties though                                           
there could be I think you know the                                             
essential oil we use growing up was                                             
Vicks VapoRub right and it did it did                                           
something I mean you put it on your                                             
upper lip on your chest or whatever and                                         
that aromatherapy man it clear yeah                                             
wouldn't it green chilly does the same                                          
thing and so certainly I don't I                                                
wouldn't say that there's nothing to                                            
aromatherapy there's even kind of a                                             
therapeutic thing to aromatherapy you                                           
can go if you haven't been to if you                                            
grew up in church in a Baptist Church                                           
for example if you grew up in a Baptist                                         
Church and hadn't been to a Baptist                                             
Church in a long time or got mad at the                                         
Baptist Church and you left it find a                                           
little country Baptist Church somewhere                                         
and go in and you will immediately be                                           
taken back to your childhood because                                            
there is the essence of Baptist Church                                          
that smells in there I mean there's a                                           
Baptist Church smell it's there                                                 
aromatherapy brings you back to that                                            
kind of thing eucalyptus has a smell                                            
that might associate you with a certain                                         
place no doubt about it and plants have                                         
some value and the stuff in plants have                                         
some value no doubt about that and                                              
sometimes when you concentrate it it has                                        



a concentrated value of whatever that                                           
plant had sometimes for example of                                              
everything from pesticides to fixing                                            
your rash concentrate certain plants and                                        
they work for either one of them so no                                          
doubt about aromatherapy or the value of                                        
plants and plant materials absolutely                                           
the danger in all of this is when you                                           
make it spiritual and one of the things                                         
I have seen for those who use and                                               
promote spirit as essential oils is they                                        
often at least get right over to the                                            
sometimes over into making it a                                                 
spiritual thing bringing about this                                             
essence or the the that somehow that                                            
this oil is going to activate the mind                                          
as we see I think it's that right here                                          
yeah essential oils activate the mind to                                        
create new pathways I don't know I mean                                         
fresh air maybe activates the mind and                                          
you're just really skirting on the edge                                         
of stuff that has no scientific basis                                           
and stuff that is really honestly                                               
getting beyond let your mind be written                                         
or be renewed by the transforming of                                            
your mind through the things of the word                                        
rather than the transforming of your                                            
mind through a smell that comes into it                                         
so this reason I bring this up is this                                          
particular no doubt she's probably sort                                         
of left as loon new-age leftist loon but                                        
this particular brochure or flyer of a                                          
daily manifestation practice look at the                                        
picture there that doesn't snap that                                            
doesn't look North sound essential oil                                          
nests but right there you get in                                                
essential oils the spiritual side of                                            
essential oils how your consciousness                                           
reacts so you got words like                                                    
consciousness and manifestation and                                             
activate activate the mind and new                                              
pathways it comes from looks like a                                             
professor at Eckerd University which is                                         
a university down in Florida which best                                         
I can tell is the world's best                                                  
university for learning how to be a                                             
beach bum you could check it out at                                             
Eckerd about edu degree in beach bum                                            
Adonis appears to me now with that I                                            
probably made a few essential oil people                                        
upset with me and some other people say                                         
hallelujah I'm tired of those ladies                                            
telling essential oils to me                                                    
but the                                                                         
there is there any value to some of them                                        
yeah no doubt about it                                                          
is there any proven scientific value                                            
very little is there any value in                                               
aromatherapy or does aromatherapy do                                            
something                                                                       
yeah probably does I mean I smell things                                        
and it takes me to a different place a                                          



different time and place yeah                                                   
aromatherapy Vicks VapoRub                                                      
all that kind of stuff for OMA therapy                                          
does it but I just want to say be so                                            
careful at this this push that if you                                           
get into essential oils you will in                                             
about 12 minutes you'll run into someone                                        
who's using essential oils in a                                                 
spiritual way and it'll be so easy to                                           
get caught up in that kind of thing okay                                        
now let's go to i'ma jeans question I'm                                         
a Jane do you view the EU Court of                                              
Justice that's the European Union Court                                         
of Justice ecj do you view the European                                         
Court of Justice ruling that products                                           
emanating from Israeli settlements in                                           
the West Bank must be labeled as                                                
originating from Israeli occupied                                               
territory as anti-semitic let me reword                                         
that is it anti-semitic that those                                              
things coming from the West Bank Israeli                                        
occupied territories or settlements must                                        
be labeled and typically the label is                                           
something like this product comes this                                          
Olive Oyl whatever it is this product                                           
comes from Israeli occupied territory                                           
and then the message there is who would                                         
want to buy something who would want to                                         
give their money to those Jews who are                                          
stamping out pala Palestinians left and                                         
right they're pushing them out of their                                         
houses they are coming to them with                                             
their claws and grabbing little children                                        
and throwing them out into the                                                  
wilderness so they and all their wealth                                         
can live there well who would want to do                                        
that well yeah I view it as anti-semitic                                        
I think the European Union is                                                   
anti-semitic I think if I were yeah one                                         
of the best things that the nation of                                           
Great Britain has done in recent years                                          
is to is to vote to exit the European                                           
Union and finally gain some of their                                            
sovereignty back I'm hoping there must                                          
have been enough to have a majority for                                         
that the problem is the Parliament                                              
forgot that it represents the people and                                        
that it's supposed to do what it says                                           
and so Parliament is like government                                            
often is you know they're scared little                                         
pussycat afraid to do anything even if                                          
the people want it because after all the                                        
people's opinion might change tomorrow                                          
and they'd be out and I think that by if                                        
I was if I was a Brit by the way I would                                        
just try to bring up a revolution and                                           
say we are sick and tired of the fact                                           
that our entire culture has been given                                          
away now the European Union is right at                                         
the lead of saying give up European                                             
culture European culture is a bad thing                                         
European culture has been colonial istic                                        



it's white privilege and white supremacy                                        
absolutely get rid of European culture                                          
and part of this is they never met a                                            
Muslim European hater that they didn't                                          
love and the Palestinians which are not                                         
even the people go back and check                                               
history if you need to there's no such                                          
thing as a Palestinian people but these                                         
people that the news now will call us                                           
Palestinians as Yasser Arafat made up                                           
the thing back in the 60s these these                                           
people they they join with all the                                              
European haters and they hate Jews as                                           
well and so this is it I think the                                              
European Union is anti-semitic really                                           
almost in its essence if you could                                              
distill out the European Union we would                                         
come up with essence of anti-semitism be                                        
right there and that oil would probably                                         
sell well by the way in a spiritual                                             
manner there's so much anti-semitism in                                         
Europe today and you know I'm a gene and                                        
I were just in Greece recently one of                                           
the things I did notice                                                         
about Greece is it did not seem to be                                           
inundated with Muslim population like                                           
I've seen in Europe excuse me in Great                                          
Britain is what up against I was going                                          
to say I'm trying to remember the town                                          
that I was in Birmingham Birmingham UK                                          
when I went there it appeared to be a                                           
formerly British city that now is just                                          
totally a Muslim community and you go to                                        
France you see the same thing in Paris                                          
I think Germany's got it you know all                                           
over that they just have been taken over                                        
or they just allowed themselves to be                                           
taken over by a Muslim population that                                          
is is hell-bent on making Europe to be                                          
Muslim to be dedicated to Islam and once                                        
land is dedicated to Islam they will                                            
never allow it to be taken back and                                             
what's the name of the the town down in                                         
Africa dar Salam what's what's that mean                                        
this is Islam land and that's what                                              
they're naming Paris dar Islam that's                                           
what they're naming London dar Aslam                                            
and so back to Greece I saw very little                                         
Muslim influence in Greece                                                      
even though oftentimes you know they're                                         
landing at Greece and they're walking on                                        
through there's probably two reasons for                                        
that I'm just trying to diagnose this in                                        
my mind and I'm probably not well                                               
equipped to diagnose it but I think                                             
there's two reasons one is that Greece                                          
has been over the last number of years                                          
somewhat poverty-stricken and they'd                                            
rather go for Paris and London and the                                          
places that are greater victories but                                           
the second I think that the the the                                             
environment of Greece as I saw it was a                                         



very churchy environment everywhere you                                         
looked there was a church Imogene could                                         
tell you every intersection along the                                           
highway over to a                                                               
three miles there's a little church or                                          
across or even of the an icon of a                                              
church if you will no not at all                                                
solid biblical Christianity but                                                 
nonetheless a society which says we are                                         
Orthodox Christians we will not be moved                                        
and at least they have held that back                                           
now if I was the Greece prime minister                                          
the Greek Prime Minister I would his                                            
Greece an essential oil might be bacon                                          
grease I'm not sure but if I was a Greek                                        
Prime Minister I I would say let's get                                          
out of this EU the EU is going to give                                          
away our nation after they come rob us                                          
of everything we've got                                                         
so is it anti-semitic I think it is I I                                         
if if I saw something labeled as                                                
originally originating from Israeli                                             
occupied territory I'd buy it just to                                           
support those people that are living                                            
there so much that is misunderstood I                                           
think that we have there                                                        
MJ smooth walk I see your question about                                        
AK 7 verse 38 I am going to refer you to                                        
yesterday's program right after the                                             
first opinion piece which was about                                             
Kanye wasn't it Kanye West and I believe                                        
even I can show you where to find a link                                        
if you go to Randy white ministries the                                         
reason I'm referring is because I                                               
answered your question yesterday and                                            
click on any of these ask the theologian                                        
pages go down to the bottom and there we                                        
go                                                                              
or is that today that's not the one                                             
we're going to answers so we are still                                          
yesterday there we go                                                           
MJ's smooth Locke does AK 7 xxx there's                                         
the link right there from 1112 look for                                         
that it took place about 1028 click that                                        
link right there in J smooth                                                    
and it will answer your question I                                              
appreciate that question from Joe Luke                                          
23:43 where is this paradise is the                                             
comma placed correctly let's take a look                                        
at luke 23:43 jesus said unto Him verily                                        
I say unto thee today thou shalt be with                                        
me in paradise where is this paradise                                           
and the comma I'm going to pull up and                                          
see what bullinger has to say very                                              
quickly here in Luke oops sorry I put                                           
that in the wrong button now it's                                               
thinking on me and we will eventually                                           
get there although I don't know what I'm                                        
doing now                                                                       
because I pushed the wrong button no but                                        
here we go spill on this question once                                          
again of Luke 23:43 sorry about that and                                        



the companion Bible here we go Luke                                             
23:43                                                                           
okay he says let's go down to paradise                                          
first of all the paradise that is the                                           
one well known to Scripture                                                     
what paradise is it it's the one well                                           
known to Scripture by Joe                                                       
Tapia's there's the one well known to                                           
Scripture moving on to the next question                                        
well this is not a very good answer                                             
let's go back he does continue to say                                           
see note on Ecclesiastes chapter 2 verse                                        
5 I made me gardens and orchard I                                               
planted trees in them all kinds of                                              
fruits and he's speaking of something                                           
now now when when bollinger speaks about                                        
the afterlife I don't always trust him                                          
because he believes in soul sleep so I                                          
have a feeling that's where he's going                                          
to go                                                                           
he does not believe that there is a                                             
immediate afterlife to to go to to be                                           
with him in paradise                                                            
so let's discount that a little bit as I                                        
originally led there now let's look at                                          
comma issues here today verily I say                                            
unto thee okay                                                                  
so here's where the comma is verily I                                           
say unto thee today thou shalt be with                                          
me in paradise                                                                  
what if he says verily I say unto thee                                          
today thou shalt be with me in paradise                                         
so that would mean I'm not gonna be                                             
there today in paradise I'm telling you                                         
today so I say unto thee today I say                                            
unto thee today I didn't say yesterday                                          
I'm not gonna say it tomorrow but I say                                         
today I'll be with thee in paradise that                                        
really does make a difference and commas                                        
do make an essential difference don't                                           
they and the the issue is if you go to                                          
the center here in big Greek interlinear                                        
and said he unto said to him Jesus Jesus                                        
said is our jesus said to him                                                   
now here's what he says verily truly I                                          
say to thee they have put a comma but                                           
what we have here is an adverb so it has                                        
to it has to modify a verb doesn't                                              
really help us here because we've got is                                        
it I say today the the verb being                                               
modified is the speech or thou shalt be                                         
modified today thou shalt be now                                                
typically in Greek if you if the grammar                                        
doesn't always tell us in Greek word                                            
order is not essential as it is in                                              
English and so in Greek you can move                                            
things around                                                                   
to give a little extra focus here or                                            
there and be saying the same thing one                                          
of the typical rules is if you've got a                                         
case like this go with the one which is                                         
closest the verb which is closest in                                            



this case so if we look at that again I                                         
say to thee today with me thou shalt be                                         
in paradise I think there is the worthy                                         
proposition any way of saying he's not                                          
saying that on this day you and I are                                           
going to be together in paradise but                                            
rather he's saying you and I are going                                          
to be together in paradise and today I'm                                        
telling you this I think that I I think                                         
that the Greek allows either way and I                                          
also think that you cannot you cannot                                           
definitely or definitively the word I'm                                         
looking for you cannot definitively                                             
declare what the Greek means here                                               
because the grammar just doesn't answer                                         
the question the grammar really can go                                          
either way so I think the best thing to                                         
do then is to build a build two models                                          
one model is hey thief on the cross I am                                        
going to be with you in paradise one of                                         
these days the other model is to say                                            
before this day is out you and I are                                            
going to be together in paradise build                                          
those two models and see which one has                                          
the most scriptural support now you you                                         
may still not come to an answer however                                         
I think back to the first part of this                                          
question and the first part of the                                              
question is you know what is paradise                                           
paradise is not heaven so he's not                                              
saying today I'll be with you in heaven                                         
paradise if we were to let's look up and                                        
see if there's a usage of this                                                  
particular strong words Strong's word                                           
number 38 57 we've got it three times in                                        
the New Testament one of them is right                                          
here so we see second Corinthians                                               
chapter 2 verse 12 he was caught up into                                        
paradise                                                                        
now there that appears to be using                                              
paradise as heaven so that sort of leads                                        
us to disagree with what I had just had                                         
just a moment ago Revelation chapter 2                                          
verse 7                                                                         
to him that overcometh I will give to                                           
eat of the tree of life which is in the                                         
midst of the paradise of God that could                                         
either be speaking of heaven or the                                             
future Millennial Kingdom where we know                                         
the tree of life is going to be so again                                        
we we don't totally have the answer to                                          
the question at that point we would have                                        
to say what would the thief on the cross                                        
have heard and understood Jesus is                                              
certainly not going to say something to                                         
him that would have no meaning to him so                                        
what would his meaning have been well                                           
assuming that he knew something about                                           
Judaism and he appears to have assuming                                         
that he knew something about Judaism he                                         
would have said I am about to die and I                                         
am going to go to the netherworld I am                                          



going to go into the grave the grave a                                          
place of conscious existence and in the                                         
grave am I going to end up in the place                                         
of torment like the rich man or                                                 
Abraham's bosom like Lazarus which one                                          
am I going to end up in I think that the                                        
best case that can be made is to say                                            
paradise is Abraham's bosom and that                                            
this is the place where the Lord was                                            
going to be now to do that then you it                                          
whether it goes back to the comma I will                                        
you and I will be together in paradise                                          
if he's talking about Sheol almost has                                          
to be talking about that day especially                                         
if you build the somewhat flawed                                                
argument that says Jesus emptied out                                            
paradise on that day it's an arguments                                          
often used then he would have to say                                            
today after that I'm empty in this place                                        
out and so in the future does matter                                            
there really is no paradise that's one                                          
realm of thinking so                                                            
we could look here under this verse and                                         
I tell you I think I've said there's                                            
three days in a row that's really one of                                        
those we ought to put in our study into                                         
because of the various effects that go                                          
on to this particular question but if if                                        
we take it as paradise as Sheol I think                                         
we have to put it today it's gonna                                              
happen there if we take it as paradise                                          
as the throne of God the the place of                                           
saved departed souls I think we have to                                         
move the comma and say I'm telling you                                          
today some day you're gonna be there                                            
because that man thief on the cross was                                         
not of the church age that means his rat                                        
his resurrection does not come until the                                        
second coming and he was not of an age                                          
in which you died and went to heaven                                            
that is somewhat reading our Christian                                          
experience of our dispensation into his                                         
pretty complicated question for such a                                          
simple question wasn't it thank you Joe                                         
in Katy Texas I appreciate that and                                             
let's see here                                                                  
from Kirk kept the road in the Salida                                           
Punk de Pancho Springs Colorado                                                 
the man committing immorality in 1st                                            
Corinthians 5 was he a saved man he was                                         
a wretched man no doubt about it I think                                        
that yes he was a saved man obviously                                           
it's another one of these we can't fully                                        
answer but let me tell you why I think                                          
that he was a saved man when you get                                            
over into 2nd Corinthians it appears                                            
that Paul had in 1st Corinthians said                                           
you got a deal with that guy you got a                                          
deal with that guy because he shouldn't                                         
be living like this because he's saved I                                        
obviously am doing a lot of                                                     
interpretation there but he's a stayed                                          



brother in Christ and he can't live like                                        
that being a saved brother in Christ                                            
when you get into 2nd Corinthians I                                             
believe it's in the second chapter maybe                                        
the third chapter he he seems to say                                            
Paul seems to say that man got                                                  
things right you addressed it and he                                            
came to a point of now right living                                             
you've forgiven him and I've forgiven                                           
him too and we won't talk about that                                            
anymore that it's all said and done all                                         
is well and good it looks like to me                                            
that's the case there now that goes with                                        
a couple of assumptions that we can                                             
question one assumption is that there in                                        
Corinth Paul was preaching the same                                             
gospel that we have the gospel of the                                           
message of salvation then that gospel is                                        
a grace gospel and is not dependent upon                                        
actions after that and then it has the                                          
assumption that this man heard that                                             
gospel and received that gospel and then                                        
he sinned so that grace may abound                                              
heaven forbid this happened so Paul said                                        
y'all got a discipline that guy it's                                            
your job to do it get with it and                                               
discipline him and so if he heard post                                          
Paul's gospel and accepted Paul's gospel                                        
then that is a gospel which you you you                                         
cannot lose the gift of salvation from                                          
that gospel it's not a gospel in which                                          
you have to endure to the end in order                                          
to be saved it is a gospel that is by                                           
grace through by grace through faith not                                        
of yourselves lest any man should boast                                         
if it was you're saved that way but you                                         
remain saved by by never sinning again                                          
or by living a holy and righteous life                                          
then a lot of us could boast right                                              
because there's a lot of people that                                            
live those good kind of lives after they                                        
come to faith in Jesus Christ thank you                                         
Kirk okay let's look at pastor Rick out                                         
in California was there any time during                                         
your time in the SBC where the SBC tried                                        
to exercise authority over the local                                            
church you were pastoring perhaps even                                          
you as the pastor directly if you want                                          
to go with the words you have used and                                          
the words you have used our exercised                                           
authority did the SBC                                                           
try to exercise authority over the local                                        
church I was pastoring the answer there                                         
has to be no they did not try to                                                
exercise authority that's not how they                                          
work because the brochure says we                                               
believe in the autonomy of the local                                            
churches and they're not gonna go                                               
against that brochure that would be bad                                         
pressed bad publicity until maybe these                                         
latest days but I will speak to that                                            
perhaps here in just a moment                                                   



now while they didn't try to exercise                                           
authority here's the way it actually                                            
works to exercise authority come in say                                         
pastor you better do this your church                                           
has to do this they don't do that but                                           
they exercise undue influence and they                                          
exercise undue influence in a couple of                                         
ways one is what they honor and promote                                         
and produce just like an independent                                            
baptist circles Southern Baptists are                                           
gathered together in small fellowship                                           
groups if you will often called                                                 
associations used to be called                                                  
associations and if you don't tow the                                           
line you have no place there so you're                                          
left out in the cold maybe you get to                                           
come to their lunch but you know every                                          
time you speak up your mouth they're                                            
gonna shut it down they're never going                                          
to give you a place to speak they're                                            
never going to give you a place to give                                         
your argument they're never going to                                            
give you a place of of welcome and you                                          
will feel the pressure to get with the                                          
program and it is that social pressure                                          
peer pressure if you will that the                                              
Southern Baptist Convention uses in                                             
extraordinary terms for the pastor and                                          
basically there is no future for you in                                         
the Southern Baptist Convention                                                 
if you don't tow the line all the way                                           
through so that is how they exercise                                            
Authority now in addition to that let me                                        
say that they mastered this thing                                               
in a kind of sneaky kind of way of using                                        
your own church people to put the                                               
denominational pressure on you why they                                         
have this thing it used to be called the                                        
uniform church letter today I think it's                                        
called the I don't know the initials are                                        
ACP I don't I don't know what that                                              
stands for of something in church                                               
profile but it used to be the uniform                                           
church letter or the annual letter                                              
annual church letter and huge huge huge                                         
huge huge pressure to turn in your                                              
annual church letter and in that annual                                         
church letter now what it what it was is                                        
here's how many people we baptized                                              
here's how many people come to Sunday                                           
morning worship here's how many people                                          
come to Sunday school here's how many                                           
new members we had that transferred                                             
their letter here's how many new members                                        
we had that came by statement here's how                                        
many new members we had that were                                               
baptized here's how many people were                                            
baptized that were ages you know under 6                                        
&amp; 6 to 11 and 12 through 14 and 15                                          
through 19 and and broken it down all                                           
the way through here's how many people                                          
came to our Bible school here's how many                                        



people were involved in the January                                             
Bible study here's how many people went                                         
on a mission trip here's I mean it was                                          
detailed and again you cannot                                                   
underestimate the strength of the of the                                        
pressure to turn that thing in on time                                          
accurately churches would spend weeks                                           
finding all those numbers in order to                                           
get those numbers turned in because they                                        
were gonna be sent to the principal's                                           
office if they didn't get them turned in                                        
and in that uniform church letter still                                         
to this day they say you know who's                                             
what's your pastor his name and address                                         
phone number Social Security number you                                         
know name ranks to remember all that                                            
comes to and who's the chairman of the                                          
Deacons who's the chairman of the WMU                                           
that's the woman's missionary Union                                             
who's who's the lady in charge of your                                          
WMU and then you know they let you know                                         
don'ts don't drink don't smoke don't to                                         
and don't mess with a WM you and then                                           
you know who's who                                                              
in charge of your who's your Sunday                                             
School Director who's your church                                               
treasurer who's and they and you know                                           
the Southern Baptist obediently turned                                          
in all those addresses and bingo                                                
now the denomination sends them all the                                         
denominational propaganda and they say                                          
hey the third Sunday in October is                                              
cooperative program Sunday be sure and                                          
tell your pastor that you'd love to have                                        
a cooperative program sermon on the                                             
third Sunday in October maybe it's the                                          
first Sunday in October I don't know and                                        
you know the Lottie Moon offering is                                            
coming up and make sure he's got the                                            
posters up and here's here's something                                          
you know time to set your goal and then                                         
you got 22 ladies the WMU coming in                                             
saying pasture we got our posters to put                                        
up what's our goal to put on and you                                            
know here's the party and here's all the                                        
videos you're supposed to show and                                              
here's here's here's here's here's so                                           
that is the way not really exercising                                           
Authority just exercising their                                                 
marketing skills and the denominational                                         
pressure that comes and the                                                     
denominational pressure really is beyond                                        
compare don't any Southern Baptists out                                         
there think that your church is free                                            
from that denominational pressure                                               
because it they'll send to you no they                                          
want everybody's addressed in the church                                        
so they can send them the state                                                 
newspaper the Baptist press you know and                                        
all that kind of stuff and just filling                                         
the minds of your people so they they                                           
work in that kind of behind-the-scenes                                          



way or going to the the pew to bring all                                        
that about that's the way the authority                                         
was exercised okay a comment from Tara                                          
and yeah I think this has to do with                                            
essential oils she mentioned some                                               
companies I don't think we're talking                                           
like you know humble oil but reminder                                           
that too huge oil companies are both                                            
started in the Mormon communities and                                           
supported through the Mormon Church                                             
wouldn't aware of that                                                          
not surprised but the coming from Giri                                          
the oils may have some physical benefits                                        
but spare me the hocus-pocus which is                                           
sadly inseparable from the marketers                                            
dogma going back to that you're exactly                                         
right you know are there are there some                                         
physical benefits no doubt I mean almost                                        
any substance has some physical reaction                                        
to it so yeah certainly but you're                                              
exactly right it gets into that hocus                                           
pocus very quickly                                                              
and speaking of all that Pastor Rick                                            
also what are your thoughts on the CBD                                          
craze it's in low it's in location I'm                                          
not sure what that was supposed to be                                           
that's in brownies it's in shampoo Oh                                           
lotion I bet that's supposed to be not                                          
location it's in lotion brownie shampoo                                         
they say it doesn't have the ingredient                                         
that gets you high but still comes from                                         
the plant again a little bit like the                                           
essential oils every every plant I                                              
suppose you could get radish oil and it                                         
would do something you know keeps the                                           
mice away or something and every plant                                          
is going to have some sort of a physical                                        
property that chemically will do                                                
something else does CBD do that does CBD                                        
actually remove the part that gets you                                          
high                                                                            
I suppose so I'm not used it at all and                                         
but I it's it's is fed so much that I                                           
guess maybe there's able to separate                                            
that somehow like they separate caffeine                                        
which is natural in coffee beans and                                            
they're able to get it out of there I                                           
suppose that might be true but since I                                          
don't know enough about that let me just                                        
talk about the CBD craze as it is the                                           
CBD craze is really not new go back to                                          
1800s Early 1900s and CBD oil was                                               
actually very                                                                   
very well-known very popular if you                                             
could say and I would want to know if I                                         
was studying it I would want to know why                                        
why did it go out why did they quit                                             
using it maybe they quit using it                                               
because they found something something                                          
better you know we used to use castor                                           
oil                                                                             
remember that fortunately that was a                                            



little bit before my time and I just                                            
heard my parents talking about castor                                           
oil but you know it would do but it                                             
would make things run and clean you out                                         
but why did they quit using it not                                              
because it didn't work but because                                              
something else actually worked better                                           
now maybe later on you figure out                                               
something else doesn't work better and                                          
this is this is the best thing you got                                          
the cheapest thing you got the best                                             
remedy that has the least out effects                                           
whatever if if some of that was proven I                                        
don't I don't have a problem just                                               
because a plant can be used this way and                                        
therefore I'm not gonna do it that's                                            
kind of guilt by association                                                    
I'd probably discount some of that but I                                        
just really questioned whether or not                                           
CBD does all of the things that it said                                         
you know is it really this miracle thing                                        
because this might be a surprise to some                                        
of you but marijuana has been around a                                          
long time and it's been popular a long                                          
time and the effects of marijuana and                                           
the benefits of hemp and the benefits of                                        
CBD these are not new discoveries these                                         
are things that have been known all this                                        
time so I really think that the                                                 
legalization of recreational pot has led                                        
to a little cottage industry which is                                           
now becoming kind of a corporate                                                
industry that says okay now that we're                                          
growing this stuff what's the other                                             
marketing aspect of it we can do what's                                         
the the fringe marketing that we can do                                         
ah well you know there's a people out                                           
there that you know suffer from                                                 
arthritis and they're not gonna smoke                                           
get but they they rub it in and go with                                         
that and so let's market it to him now                                          
again if it works for arthritis and it's                                        
cheaper than arthritis medicine doesn't                                         
have the other side effects again I                                             
don't I don't I I don't have a prejudice                                        
against the plant itself just because                                           
activity how's that but I really do                                             
think it's a bubble we'll stick around                                          
we'll see I would not invest in CBD                                             
companies or hemp companies or marijuana                                        
companies I think it's like remember a                                          
number of years ago maybe it's 2025                                             
years ago everybody was buying ostriches                                        
you know the ostrich farm craze because                                         
you know one ostrich egg goes for a                                             
hundred and two billion dollars and they                                        
lay three of them a day man you're gonna                                        
be rich rich rich by noon and everybody                                         
was all into that and when you back up                                          
and look at it a little bit truth is                                            
nobody wants anything to do with an                                             
ostrich we're not gonna have an ostrich                                         



burger what are you thinking and why in                                         
the world do you get caught up in this                                          
craze well crazes are crazy aren't they                                         
yeah weird things on how they go about                                          
through all that so I know I'll probably                                        
get some emails telling me how it works                                         
for you and let me just say I think                                             
that's anecdotal because I don't know if                                        
aspercreme also would have worked for                                           
you I don't know what your almond was                                           
what their the possibilities were                                               
whether a you know what do they what do                                         
they call the fake drugs you know when                                          
they do us a blind sample test and I got                                        
the thing that's real and then they got                                         
the what's that called anybody no                                               
placebo thank you I don't know if a                                             
placebo would work for you so uh you                                            
know okay it works for you I'm glad I                                           
don't know if there's I don't know                                              
anything about that or whether that's                                           
totally anecdotal it's certainly not a                                          
scientific study and I probably get a                                           
hundred and two scientific studies sent                                         
to me and the me                                                                
males as things easy it's proven                                                
scientific but my hunch is I can find                                           
102 scientific studies that prove that                                          
it doesn't do any good I don't think                                            
science has come to any kind of                                                 
consensus on this                                                               
just like essential oils through all of                                         
all of that kind of stuff so I do think                                         
it's a craze I think it's gonna go away                                         
I don't plan on selling it let's see ah                                         
that's interesting Terra says again                                             
going back to essential oils young                                              
living which is a company I presume                                             
because it's in caps Young Living                                               
promotes oils of the bible's classes at                                         
churches in quotes to sell their oils to                                        
gullible christians christians really                                           
can be very gullible and I just I don't                                         
know I am I don't really like companies                                         
that use the church for their marketing                                         
purposes and I've seen this in a number                                         
of number of ways that come about you                                           
know maybe it's the remember the old                                            
church directory company in which Olin                                          
Mills or whoever it was came you know we                                        
we're gonna do a church directory                                               
absolutely no cost to the church what                                           
they meant is we'd like to use your                                             
church to make a whole bunch of money in                                        
three days man we can rake it in from                                           
your people they could get better and                                           
cheaper portraits now a JCPenney                                                
but we're gonna we're gonna overcharge                                          
them with your with your permission it                                          
knows absolutely no obligation to them                                          
and no cost to the church well I don't                                          
really like that kind of thing and when                                         



you so when you when you cover up this                                          
this you you try to spiritualize it you                                         
know oils of the Bible just so we can                                           
sell something                                                                  
let's not have you know Tupperware of                                           
the Bible and have a Tupperware party                                           
and Oh God watching that house witch                                            
hunt show I don't think I'll turn it on                                         
god bless you give us a report sometime                                         
on how it's going in Washington Darryl                                          
has a question on YouTube does Matthew                                          
chapter 25 verse 31 through 46 deal with                                        
how Gentiles get into the kingdom of                                            
heaven thank you for that and I believe                                         
let's see did you email that to me who                                          
did thank you                                                                   
and I want to just read your email here                                         
was listening to a replay of Tuesday and                                        
Fridays broadcast vasa theologian there                                         
was a question about Gentiles in the                                            
kingdom Randi seemed to say that there                                          
were Gentiles in the kingdom but we                                             
weren't sure how they got there you're                                          
correct you got that correct on what I                                          
seem to say I thought that this was                                             
addressed in Matthew chapter 24 Jesus                                           
tells those on the right that actually                                          
chapter 25 would you say here Matthew                                           
chapter 25 Jesus tells on the right that                                        
helped Israel to enter the kingdom but                                          
those on the Left who did not help                                              
Israel we're cast into the lake of fire                                         
forgive me if I have if you've already                                          
addressed this no I appreciate that                                             
there is one sense in which I have                                              
dressed it but I did not address it in                                          
that particular forum so the question is                                        
do these verses deal with how Gentiles                                          
get into the kingdom Matthew chapter 25                                         
beginning in verse 31 it is the                                                 
gathering of the nation's before them he                                        
shall separate them one from another as                                         
a shepherd divideth the sheep from the                                          
goats he shall set the sheep on his                                             
right the goats on his left now here's                                          
where I run into a problem with this let                                        
me say first of all Darrell your                                                
interpretation of Matthew 25 beginning                                          
in verse 31 is absolutely the the love                                          
me I'm gonna back that up your                                                  
interpretation is the standard                                                  
interpretation just a few weeks ago when                                        
I finished up it's in the very last                                             
session of the parables of the the                                              
parables of Jesus series in dealing with                                        
this I questioned the assumption on the                                         
stand                                                                           
interpretation of this this particular                                          
instruction in Matthew chapter 25 here's                                        
one of the reasons going back to verse                                          
34 then shall the King say to them on                                           
the right hand come ye blessed of my                                            



father inherit the kingdom prepared for                                         
you from the foundation of the world now                                        
that's where I hit a roadblock because I                                        
said wait a minute                                                              
the kingdom was not prepared for                                                
Gentiles from the foundation of the                                             
world the kingdom all through the Hebrew                                        
Scriptures when you see it the kingdom                                          
is prepared for the Jewish nation for                                           
the descendants of Abraham and there are                                        
Gentiles in the kingdom because 10 of                                           
them grabbed hold of the coat of the Jew                                        
and say let's go let us go with you                                             
because you have access to the things of                                        
God the kingdom would be inherited by                                           
that Abraham and his descendants so here                                        
that's the Jewish people so here when                                           
you come to this passage and you see the                                        
the sheep here on the right I believe it                                        
is when you should feed the Sheep on the                                        
right and they are told inherit the                                             
kingdom prepared for you from the                                               
foundation of the world I immediately                                           
have to say wait a minute maybe this is                                         
not the Gentile people like I've always                                         
assumed so I had always assumed that was                                        
the Gentile people and that's how they                                          
got in based upon their treatment of                                            
Israel but I came to question that                                              
because of that particular issue now let                                        
me show you where to find more about                                            
that if you go to Randy white ministries                                        
dot RG and slide down just a little bit                                         
to the parables of Jesus and click right                                        
there and look at session number 18                                             
which is the last day's parables part                                           
three and for some reason our outlines                                          
are not showing up there we'll get that                                         
fixed right away so you can have those                                          
outlines but it's session number 18 is                                          
the one in which                                                                
I addressed that if you want the full                                           
picture do 16 17 and 18 which are those                                         
last days parables that are given there                                         
Thank You Daryl for that question okay I                                        
am about out of time here but I'll go                                           
ahead and finish up our our questions                                           
Paul says there were people in Christ                                           
before him I take in Christ to mean                                             
spirit baptism this is Tony who says                                            
this by the way in Georgia if so is                                             
there any merit to say that the church                                          
started in acts 2                                                               
but this dispensation started in acts 13                                        
let me start with the the back end of                                           
your question is there any merit to say                                         
the church started in acts 2 but this                                           
dispensation started in acts 13 there is                                        
merit to do that if you want to say that                                        
the church started in acts 2 but the the                                        
gospel as we know it and thus church                                            
life as we know it did not start until                                          



acts 13 I think you can build a pretty                                          
good case for that that is once again                                           
why our little book at dispensation of                                          
publishing the Church of the New                                                
Testament is called the Church of the                                           
New Testament and the subtitle is                                               
considering the difference between the                                          
Apostolic assemblies and the Pauline                                            
assemblies so that title says Apostolic                                         
Assembly of the church and the Pauline                                          
assembly of the church but both are in                                          
the church so that's something James                                            
Willingham really insisted on in that in                                        
that in the titling of that book so I do                                        
think there's some merit there it begins                                        
to be a little bit semantics through it                                         
but nonetheless certainly some merit now                                        
let's go a little bit more to the                                               
specifics of the question like Paul says                                        
people were in Christ before him and we                                         
could look                                                                      
let's see I believe somewhere in Romans                                         
chapter 16 verse 3 if I'm not mistaken                                          
or excuse me                                                                    
chapter 16 verse 7 there we go where he                                         
says salute Andronicus and Junia my                                             
kinsmen my fellow prisoners who are of                                          
note among the apostles who were in                                             
Christ before me there's another place                                          
also in which the scripture speaks about                                        
being in Christ before me in which Paul                                         
talks about that so what do we do with                                          
that if we take my interpretation of                                            
first Timothy chapter 1 verse 15 16                                             
maybe in 17 which talk about Paul being                                         
the first one so how are they in Christ                                         
before Paul here we have these noted                                            
ones I have looked at this just within                                          
the last week but I want to go through                                          
very quickly some of my notes here which                                        
I don't fully agree with but the most                                           
intriguing information is Paul's                                                
statement that they were in Christ                                              
before Paul if Paul was the first                                               
convert of this dispensation saved                                              
completely outside of the covenants                                             
Commonwealth and law of Israel how could                                        
this couple be in Christ now here I've                                          
got seven options number one priscilla                                          
and aquila were my helpers in Christ                                            
however they could have been saved under                                        
Paul's teaching Paul speaks about others                                        
being in Christ before him Galatians                                            
1:22 these Baliga that says the churches                                        
of Judea which were in Christ and                                               
because of the context there that is                                            
before the dispensation of grace Paul                                           
mentions Judean churches in Christ                                              
without the timing there Paul speaks of                                         
the promise of life in Christ                                                   
Timothy knew of the salvation through                                           
faith which is in christ from the time                                          



he was a child which was long before he                                         
met paul and at least part of that time                                         
he was living as a Jew Peter the Jewish                                         
apostle speaks of those in his Jewish                                           
clock being called to eternal                                                   
glory in Christ we could presume that                                           
this is before the age of grace or under                                        
Peter's gospel therefore it would be                                            
inaccurate to say they were not saved                                           
instead we would say they were not saved                                        
in the same manner as Paul and others                                           
like you and me who follow after the                                            
after his pattern in the age of grace so                                        
basically what I would say there is they                                        
were in Christ but under a different                                            
pattern not the pattern which we we show                                        
today so that does then to your question                                        
it helps with that argument that the                                            
church started Acts chapter 2 but the                                           
dispensation started acts 13 or people                                          
were in Christ Acts chapter 2 or before                                         
Paul certainly but they were only in                                            
Christ after the pattern of Paul after                                          
the pattern which we speak after Paul                                           
which is required and I'll close out                                            
here with just a couple of things here                                          
Jerry says some plants are poison to the                                        
human body that's right as a matter of                                          
fact I've a Glee mentioned it earlier                                           
but there's a lot of essential oils                                             
which make very good pesticides because                                         
they kill animals and you know there's                                          
there's nothing that says well it comes                                         
from nature that says it's good for you                                         
you can get I suppose essential oils of                                         
poison mushrooms and you can you know                                           
use it Jeffrey Epstein did not kill                                             
himself                                                                         
fred's st bede AOL is the snake oil is                                          
worthless been there done that                                                  
once again probably anecdotal evidence                                          
but thanks for the testimony and the                                            
greg has a good point here I spoke about                                        
marketing in the churches long us Bible                                         
Software there's a whole bunch of that                                          
kind of stuff                                                                   
Bob dust off your hallelujah diet where                                         
the Daniel diet or some other cool Bible                                        
diet or just burn more calories than you                                        
feed in it work and appreciate that                                             
Kim speaks about Young Living we                                                
mentioned them before the                                                       
last conference was teaching the                                                
intagram do I say that right I'm not                                            
sure that's the hocus-pocus new-age                                             
thing together as well I suppose those                                          
go together well I'm out of time come                                           
tonight 6:15 for our study on the book                                          
of Haggai and our midweek special is                                            
this book right here brand-new from                                             
dispensational publishing it teachers                                           
guide to the book of Galatians by Lee                                           



ahlstrom if you go today or tomorrow and                                        
use coupon code Wednesday you will get                                          
free shipping I hope you will do it even                                        
if you're not a teacher maybe you want                                          
to buy one and give to your Sunday                                              
school teacher or Bible study teacher or                                        
pastor and say hey you might want to                                            
think about using that sometime you can                                         
say I know the owner I'll make sure you                                         
get a good deal and you use that in your                                        
church and drop my name and all will be                                         
well thanks so much for being here with                                         
us at Randy white ministries always I                                           
sure thank those of you who push the                                            
donate button from time to time that's                                          
why we're able to do these every day 9                                          
times a week sending all these                                                  
broadcasts to you so we'll see you                                              
tonight at 6:15 thanks to Nathan and                                            
Cory on the controls today god bless                                            
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


